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Pakistan elevator is a modernized and professional manufacturer which integrates 
the design, development, manufacturing, sales, installation, and maintenance into 
a whole. As a well-known Pakistani brand in the country we use high technology, 
the company's objective is to offer the best people flow and cargo handling with 
experience by developing and delivering solutions that enable people and cargo 
move smoothly, safely, comfortably and without waiting in buildings/industries in 
an increasingly urbanizing environment. 
 
Pakistan Elevator command a leading position in Pakistani domestic markets for its 
leading technology and continual innovation ideas.  
 
We fully introduces the most advanced control technology in the world to ensure 
the product technology is on the industry-leading level. Pakistan Elevator has rich 
product varieties. We can satisfy diverse requirements from various users. The 
superior service guarantees the outstanding product performance. In order to 
satisfy the requirements from different areas, users and levels, the company has 
established one-continuous-line of highly-efficient work system from design, 
manufacture, installation, modernization and maintenance. 
 
Our nation-wide service networks, well-trained engineering staff provides the 
customers with perfect services according to fixed work standard wholeheartedly. 
We have formulated and implemented a set of strict installation management 
process and operation rules to ensure our customers rest at ease. 
 
We are specialized providing solution for elevators, escalators, moving walkways, 
construction hoists, platform lifts, stair lifts, monorail crane, overhead cranes, 
tower cranes and spare parts for all said products.  
 
We have our 2 manufacturing facilities in Karachi City, which are equipped with 
world modern technology and manufacturing machineries.  
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Our Products 

Elevators 

Elevator is used to travelling people or cargo from floor to floor with in building, 

elevator are parts of every tall building for lifting peoples and freights. The 

currently technology used in elevator are traction types, which is present most 

common in the world. This system is used with one side elevator car/cabin and 

other side for counter balancing weight, it is mostly safe and secure way of people 

travelling. 

We as Pakistan Elevator providing elevator products with installation, 

maintenance, modernization , upgradation, testing and commissioning services for 

all type of elevators here in Pakistan. We are working for branded and our own 

semi imported elevator brand name of Pakistan Elevator. 



 

 

Passenger Elevators 

Passenger elevators has completely enclosed car/cabin that travel people 

within a special prepared shaft/hoist way. These type of elevators used for 

transport people from floor to floor in the buildings, we use gear less traction 

machines in our passenger elevator which are advance technology supports 

energy saving, low maintenance and require less space,  various kind of 

solution for passenger elevator are available by us in Pakistan.  

Cargo/Freight Elevators 

Cargo Elevators are used for transport cargo, freight, tools and other 

components to all floors level in low or high rise buildings and industries. This 

products provide convenient access to all level industrial materials and ready to 

supply goods to client. In this way of product we use geared traction machine 

and provide all standard features with complete safety solution as per world 

elevator standard, we have our own fabrication workshop where we 

manufacture and fabricate elevator cabin/car, elevator doors and elevator steel 

structure as per customized designs, sizes and capacities which suits and 

support as per our clients need.  

Platform Lifts 

Platform lifts are the vertical transportation solution for both passengers and 

cargo, it can be installed in open space with one side supported wall, covered 

structure or shaft/hoist way. We deal in hydraulic platform lift which has 

imported hydraulic system, available in various type of platform.  



 

  

Reasons to Choose US 

 We guarantee competitive pricing with advance technology 

products 
We have our own import of parts for our product worldwide which is a key 

for us to provide competitive pricing and always stay in top listed product in 

advance technology. 

 

 One window solution  
By the help of our teams and partners we provide solution as one window for 

all products and services related to our product, wider list of our vendors, 

partners and sub-contractors support us in other related work to our product 

so that’s help and support our client to be deal with one company for the 

require product and services solutions. 

 

 Provide free support and training for our product 
After installation of any our product we provide complete training about 

operation and maintaining of our products without any extra charges at client 

location or these facilities also available in our office location, we have our 

expert team for available 24/7 to support by client in any need on online 

basis.  
 

 Third party certification of products and services 
As being partner with world top class brand in the field our focus is on 

providing product and services as per world standard related to qualities and 

safeties, so we provide third party certification of our product and services by 

world well-known certification firms.  

 

 



 

  

Our Fact Sheet 

Please consider our experience of the lift industry and our business success, when 

you go to match us and our product as apple to apple match with others, Below 

listed data is since 2004 to August, 2019 about our did jobs. 

 

 Our installed 3 units of passenger elevator are facing Pakistan’s highest 

people flow in Uni Center, Karachi, since 2012.  

 Our overall multinational clients in quantities 100 plus. 

 Our overall countrywide projects in quantities 154 plus. 

 Overall installation record as Pakistan highest cargo elevator installation at 

Attock Cement Mill, Hub, Baluchistan, height in meter 110 plus. 

 One unit erection by us at Ibrahim Fiber Limited, Shahkot, weight tons 170 

plus. 

 Overall working elevator are as countrywide in quantities 223 plus. 

 Overall elevator can take total load at one time in tons 320 plus. 

 Overall safe working hours since start to august 31, 2019 are in hours 134751 

Plus. 
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OUR CONTACTS 

sales@pakistanelevator.com  

 

www.pakistanelevator.com 

www.pakistanelevator.com.pk  

 

+92-21-32272007 & 8 

 

1508, 15th Floor Saima Trade Tower Block “B”, I 

I Chundrigar Road, Karachi, Pakistan. 
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